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TOWARI]) RESOLUTION OF SINGULARITIES FOR ARBITRARY
                    CHARACIERmstHCS
KIRAKlj KAWANOUE
                             l. IN'rkel}(Jcr}ON
  We work over an algebraicaily closed field k = k.
  Our therne is resolution of singularities for a variety Xlk. As is well known, resolution
of singularities exist ifi the fo}lowing cases:
     . chark= C, Vd me dimX
           '64 Hironaka,
           '89Villamayor (simplification)
           '91 Bierstone-Milman (simplificatlen)
     . ckark=pÅrg, vdg3
           '66 Abhyankar (Vp ta 3! = 6),
           '07 Cossart-Piltant (d me 3, p = 2,3,5)
and it is open problem for the case of char k = p År O and Vd ) 4.
  gur goed is {e give cofistructl\e proef fer {ke exis{eRce cf fesolgtlcR gf singlilarities for
the case of Vp = chark and Vd = dimX.
  We introduced the ldealistic Filtration Program (IFP) for this goal. Here we present
the introduction of the idea of IFP.
  Ikis isjoi#t werk with KeRji Ma;suki.
                      2. REviEw roR chark me O AppRoAcH
  We review briefiy the known algorithm for rÅëso}ution in characteristic O, after Vi}la-
mayof aiid Bierstgfie-Milmafi. We eftly deal with the case with no excepfieual diyisors, for
simpiicity.
  One of major approaches for resolution of singularities is to give embedded resolution.
Namely, for pair (X c M), where M ls a fiofisingular variety aRd X is a closed subset of M,
we cgns{ruc{
          f: M"- -- M: sequenÅëe of blowups along nonsingular centers
such that
   (l) f is isemerphic ovef M X X
   (2) fi (X) is a simpie normal crossing divisor.
It is well known that the existence of resolution of singularities is deduced from the exis-
tence of "canonical" embedded resolution.
  in the knowfi appsoack for reseluÅíien ift ckafac{erist}c e, they cofis{rucl erabe{lded rese-
lution along the foilowing strategy:
     . For each closed point P E M, attach the invariant invp.
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• Blowup along the maximal locus of invariant, and see the decrease of invariant 
after blowup. 
The invariant inv p is of the form 
invp ＝旬弘前ぃー，戸＂ oo) （μ； モQ),
and μ;'s are defined inductively as follows: 
(0) Put Ro = OM.P and ho = I. Let lo c Ro挺 thedefi詰ingid儲iof X at P E M. We 
均 ard恥凶pletl(10 c Rふb告）I皐sthe in閥it.
byo時 andd忠fin叫1eiμo = ordp(lo)/bo I・ 
(I) We denote the則。fallderivations 8: R→R over k as Der(R). For an ideal J c R, 
we define an ideal D(J) c R as 
DJ= J + (8g I gεJ，δE Der(R)). 
By definition of ordp(/0), we can find fo E D叫（／o）…I（ん） with ordp(fo) = I. Fix 
one such fo旺Rand put 
R, =Rolfe品、 b,= 01叫（／，心にい I { Dord1，（／ゆ－io吋、＇.
O!;i＜＇耐p(/o)
Now問 obtainnew data I (/1 c R1,bi) J.We de負担elμ1=o時的｝／b1~ 
(2) Do the same routine as i語的.Namely, take /1定。抑制11H(l1)withordp(fi) = 1, 
and put 
R2 = R11f1Ri. b2 ＝尚武Ii)!,h = I (Dordp(f1H(/1))"'/i. 
。自〈町dp(/i)
We have data I （んcR2,b2) I加 ddefine I μ2= o叫 u2>!b2I・ 
(3) Repeat this pr出 edureuntil /1+ 1 = (0). 
Remark. 
(1) The procedure presented above does depend on the choice of f;'s. Neve口heless,μ;'s do 
not depend o目白isambiguity, and thus invariant is well-deft~』巴d.
(2) H = V(f0) is called a hypersu抑ceof maximal contact (abbreviated simply as“maximal 
contact”in the rest of this叙ticle)of X at P. A maximal contact is a kind of nonsingular 
i田昌1hypers区face,but we do詰otgive here its precise definition. One of the fi器包reof a 
m皐ximalco毘tactis the following: 
IQ旺MI ordQ(/o) : ordp(/0)1 c H near P. 
The data (/i c R1,b1) is regarded as the information of the left hand side in the above 
equation. In fact, we have 
IQ E M I ordQ(/o）とordp(/o}l=IQ EH I ordQ(/1｝ミbi},
which yields the scheme for “induction on dimension" in characteristic 0 case. 
In the case of positive characteristic, it is known that a maximal contact does not exist 
in general. This is the main hurdle when we官yto apply the known algorithm to the case 
of positive characteristic. 
In IFP, we gener語lizethe object. In the主now露呈lgorithm,mai時objectis the pair (/,b) 
官ith鵠 idealI and rational number b. We ge琵eralizethis notion a詰ddefine idealistic fil-
tration I, introduced in the next section. By analyzing this ide詰listicfiltr昌tionalgebraically, 
we can find the substitute of maximal contact, called LGS. 
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known case IFPcase 
object I pair(/, b) I idealistic filtration [ 
local hypersurface I maximal contact I LGS of I 
3. IDEALISTIC FILTRATION 
We introduce the idealistic filtration, the main o句ectofIFP. 
Let R be a k-algebra. For a subset J c R x JRof R x JR, we denote the level a set of J as 
lfa・Namely,
ん＝{f ER I (j,a) E J}. 
Definition. A subset I c R x JR is called an idealistic filtration on R if I satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(I) Io =R. 
(2) Ia is飢 idealof R. 
(3) laib C la+b・
(4) Iaコlb (a孟b).
Re刷 rk.We int句 ret“fεIa”asthe information “ordp(j）とa”．
Definition. For a subset Jc R×JR, We define the support of J as 
( rdp(Ja) l 
Supp(JJ) = ~ P E maxSpec(R) I inf一一ーと 1~ 
I a>U a I 
Definition. For a subset Jfc Rx IR, the minimum idealistic filtration containing Jris called 
the idealistic filtration generated by Jand denoted as G(J). 
We introduce the saturation of idealistic制回tionto obtain much information for reso-
lution problem. 
Definition. Let I be an idealistic filtration on R. We denote the set of di恥rential0戸rators 
of degree :5 t on R over k as Di汀，，（R/k).
We say I is!l・saturatedif白efollowing condition holds: 。αー） C Ia-i for any t E Z迂o，θEDi仔，（R/k)and a E JR. 
The minimum !l-saturated idealistic filtration containing I iscalled the ②－saturation of 
I, and denoted asわ（I).
Remark. 円九di仔erentialoperator a ofdegree :5 t on R over k”is a k-linear mapθ：R→R 
characterized by“generalized Leibnitz rule” 
エ（ー l)#TFs¥T8(FT)= 0,
TcS 
wheres= {0,l, .. ,t}, F1 ＝日；erf; and f;'s抑留bi住町elementsin R. One can find in 
EGA IV §16 more detailed account. 
From now on, replacing I by !l(I) if necessary, we always deal with only !l-saturated 
idealistic filtrations. In the next section, we analyze !l・saturatedidealistic filtration and 
give the definition of LGS. 
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4. LEADING GENERA'叩 RSYSTEM 
We introduce the notion of LGS, substitute of maximal contact in any characteristics. 
We restrict our attention to the local situation.τbus, in the rest of this紅ticle,we assume 
the following conditions unless specified: 
• R = (R,m）詰OM,Pis a local ri培呈tPε M, where Mis a語。担si詰gularvariety昌nd
PE Mi事畠closedpoi毘t.
• I isa '.D-saturated idealistic fil倒的EO毘R.
ordp(l0) ・Weassume μ(l）乏し whereμ(I) = inf託証坤一一一一一.In other words, we assume 
a 
PE Supp([). 
First we introduce th巴！日adingalgebra LO). 
Definition. For n E Z?:o, let Trn : R→R/mn+l be the natural projection. Since μ(I）三！， we
have ぬ（In)c m". We define the leading algebra L(I) of I as 
し（I)= EBTrn0n) C Gr(R) = EBm" /111"+ 1 
nEZ掛
In our setting, it is cle唱fthat the g誠edri詰gGr(I) is isomorphic to a poly詰omialring 
over k, i.e. Gr(R) 書室 k[Y]. つrhereforeL(I) correspondsもoa graded k-subalgebra L c k[Y]. 
Since I is'.D-sat控除ted,we also see th昌tL i毒事tableu詰derdiffer告訴tialoperations.τbat is, we 
see 。y1Lc L (VI: multi-index), 
where oy1 is defined by伽 form山 θr'r' = G)r'-1 
Now we face the following question: 
Let L c k[Y] b昨日gradedk-subalgebra which is stable under di仔erential
operations. What can we say on such L? 
In fact, in characteristic 0, L isgenerated by homogeneous part S 1 c S of degree I. More-
over, if P E X c M and I = '.D(G(/x×（ordp(/x)})), non-zero elements of S 1 correspond 
to maximal contact of X. It is im_i:xmant nature of maximal contact if one try to define 
invariant, since it is necessぽyto eliminate ordp(/x）戸rtto detect higher order μ1,μ2’‘－－ 
Therefore, the幸治stit詰teof maximal contact should correspond to generators of L(I) as 
k-aJg，めぬ．
In positive characteristic case, we have the following result: 
Proposition (Hironaka-Oda). Assume char k = p > 0. Let L c k[Y] be a graded k・
印刷gebrastable under differential operations. Then, the即位xistintegers N, e1, .. , eN E 
Z?:o and homogenぽouselements f1, .... fN E k[Y]i of degree 1 such that fi. .. ,JN are 
k-linearly independent。，tdIf( , .. , f~＇N I generates Las a k-a伊bra.
Remark. As stat1吋 above,generators of L live in several degree p-th power p釘ts. In 
characteristic 0 case, we should regard p = o. Th巴n,al elements of degree p; with i > 0 
disappear, and generators only appe訂 atdegree p0 = I part. 
By virtue of the above proposition, we define LGS. 
験勉ition.τberepresenぬtiveH c I of generators of L(I), i詰theshape of above proposi-
tio珪，isc昌lieda leading generator system (LGS) of I.By definition, 
蕊＝ ((h;,p•1) 1 :5 i :5NI c I, h; = J(' + (t討ghero蜘 part)
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Remark. 
( 1)Note that LGS is not unique. 
(2) If e; > 0, h; defines a singul訂 localhypersurface.羽田is big di仔erenceto the original 
maximal contact. 
5. PAIRED刷 VARIA附 S
We introduce invariantsσand μ二whichare necessary to translate the known algorithm 
to IFP. 
5.1. Framework. In出直 knownalgorithm for characteristic 0 case, we repeat the pro-
cedure of“＇restrict data to maximal contact H (= lo明 dimensionalambient space）” and 
“estimating order on H”． 
object I (/o, ho) (/i, bi) ・ (!, b,) (0, b,+i> 
ambient space I M コHi ・・・コH，コH1+1
(high町）order I μo μ, ・ μ, 00 
Initial data is a pair （ん，ho)=Ux, 1) on M, and invariant is 
invp = (μ0,μ" .. ,μ1, oo). 
In IFP, we cannot restrict data to low dimensional space since LGS may give singular 
local hypersurfaces. Therefore, we continue to stay出巴 same(original) ambient space. 
Instead of restriction, we 
• enlar宮eI and enlarge its LGS, and 
• estimate order modulo LGS. 
object I Io c !1 • • • c I, c 11+1 
ambient space I M M ・ M M 
(higher) order ｜（σo.µ~ ） ・ ・ （σ，μ；） （σ川，∞）
Initial data is an idealistic白ltrationIo= G(lx x {I}) on M, and invariant is 
invp = ((cσo.μ(j), .. ＇（＜σ，μ；）， （＜σt+J. oo)). 
By this translation, we need 2 new invariantsσand μ～introduced below: 
5.2. Definitions. Settings and notations are same to白巴onesin §4. We denote an LGS of 
I as 
H = {(h;,p•') 1:; i:; N). 
De釦tition（＜σH“dimension of ambient space”．） 
σ（I) is defined as an infinite s巴quence
σ（I)= （σo，σ＂ ••• ) e z;0, 
where each σs is defined by the formula σe = dimRー ＃IiI e;:; e}. 
In characteristic 0 case，σ（I) is automatically a constant sequence. Namely, 
σ（I)= （σo，σQ, .. ）， σo = dimR一“＇＃ ofmaximal contact”， 
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De白nit』on（μ～付‘‘orderon low dimensional ambient spac巴”，．）
Wede白I】巴theorder modulo日ofan ideal J c R a s 
戸～（I)is definedちy
( N ¥ 
orda(J) = sup { n主0I JC mn ＋之助j~ • 
ord翠（I,)
〆（I)=inf－一一．a>u a 
In characteristic 0 case, al H; = V(h;) and n1H; are nonsingular.γ加sord以J)is the order 
of J, estimated on n H;. 
Proposition.σ（I) and〆（I)are independent of the choice ofH. 
6. RESULTS 
As is already repeated, LGS may define singular local hypersurface, and it causes sev-
eral serious problems. We present 2 results to overcome such problems. 
In the known algorithm for characteristic 0 case, the maximum locus of invariant de-
fines the center of next blowup. It is given by the intersection of maximal contact, which 
is autom昌tically 詰onsin~ular due to the nonsingularity of maximal co詰tact.In IFP case, 
the maximum locus of invariant corτes po詰dsto the support of i畠stt詰largedidealistic fil-
tr祐部11+i.where 〆＇(11+1)=co. The following theorem g桂昌ranteesthe no詰singularityof 
maximum locus of invariant in IFP. 
Theorem (Nonsingulaity principle). Settings and notations are same to the ones in §4. 
Assume 〆（I)= oo. Then, the following holds: 
(I) I isgenerated by any LGS H, i.e. G（日）＝ l
(2) There exist a part of regu.lar system of parameters lg; I ISiポN}C Rand non-negative 
integers {e; I I s;i認NIc Z<!osuch t加II (g~＇＇＇， pe') I 1 s;i s;N} is an LGS of I.
Especially, Supp(!) is a germ of nonsingular varieηat P旺M.
We explain only the last statement. By (1), we have Supp(l) = Supp(JH[). Choose JH[ 
given in (2）.ηlen, Supp(H) :; V(gi I 1 s;i s;N), which is nonsingular at P. 
On the no琵si詰gularambient space, multiplicity is upper semi-conti詰詰O詰s.Therefore, so 
is the invaria詰ti罰know抗characteristic0 case. In IFP.，昌Swe use the order modulo LGS, we 
have to verify the upper semi-continuity of the invariant. 
Theorem. Let M = Spec R be a nonsingular affine variety over k, and I a '.D・saturated
idealistic filtration on R.怖をdenoteIp as the localization of I at P E M. Then, the pair 
（σ（Ip），μ～（Ip)) with lexicographical order defines an upper semi欄continuousルnctionon 
maxSpecR. 
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